Heritage value of building materials: Former Workers Hospital of Maudes, Madrid (Spain) case study
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Abstract: Building materials used at the Former Workers Hospital of Maudes, Madrid (Spain) were studied. The study addressed the information both achieved from documentary resources and characterization techniques. Documentary work has enabled to know about the architect thought, the ideology of the project or the grounds that conditioned such materials selection; it also permitted to learn about materials provenance and/or its elaboration. Analytical studies provided information about petrographic features of the materials and their composition; limestone provenance was confirmed and new data on material manufacture were provided. Such information, which deserves to be known and disseminated, provides a significant heritage value to materials that shape cultural assets. Studies with a multidisciplinary approach represent a commitment to improve the knowledge and conservation of heritage.
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Introduction

This study focuses on the building materials used at the façades of the Former Workers Hospital of Maudes (Madrid, Spain), built by the Galician architect Antonio Palacios Ramilo (1874-1945) (figure 1). Some features that characterize his work are the utilization of materials intrinsic properties, their local usage as a commitment with the identity of the places where he built and materials reuse in order to keep the costs down (González-Amezqueta 1967: 5, 7-9, 11, 13).

The Former Hospital, built between 1909 and 1916 on the northern side of the city of Madrid, was conceived as a benefic institution to provide free medical care to the working class people without economical resources (Ciudad and Carrillo 2001: 13, 20). Taking advantage the healthsome breeze of the area, Palacios designed a building comprised by four wings arranged diagonally around several courtyards. The architect conferred to the property a strong hygienist and humanitarian character (Crónica e Información 1912: 1). He created a warm atmosphere by means of gardens as well as with the conjunction of lights and shades (Pérez-Rojas 1987: 115). The building was enclosed by a surrounding wall.

The façades and the wall are comprised by stonework (mainly a light-colored limestone) grouted by joint
mortars. Some parts of the façades are decorated with ceramic materials. A fountain is placed at the central courtyard and it is also adorned with ceramics. In some areas of the façades, artificial stone and stone imitation coatings are used. The property remained vacant between 1970-1984 years. It was listed as a National Artistic-Historic Monument in 1979 and since 1986 it houses various headquarters of the regional government of the Community of Madrid (Spain).

Two major interventions have been undertaken: a comprehensive rehabilitation in 1984-1986 (Perea 1990), and in 2006-2008, the façades restoration (Perez-Monserrat et al 2011: 298-299). Both have overall kept the message that Palacios provided to the property through the building materials used, although some original materials had to be replaced. Thereby, limestone is an original material while decorative ceramics, joint mortars, stone imitation coatings and artificial stone are both original as replaced.

The study of these building materials, taking into account the information provided by documentary resources and characterization techniques, entails a valuable knowledge. Therefore, the significant heritage value of these building materials is stated and the information provided may afford more respectful interventions committed to its preservation.

Methodology

Graphic and written documentary sources related to the architect and his work, to the Former Hospital and interventions carried out or to the provenance areas of its building materials were consulted. Besides, most of Palacios’ buildings and the original quarries were visited, and materials on the Former Hospital façades were surveyed. Moreover, people linked to the Former Hospital were interviewed.

Laboratory studies were performed to characterize the building materials that shape the Former Hospital, to confirm the limestone provenance as well as to provide new data about ceramics, joint mortars, stone imitation coatings and artificial stone manufacturing.

Limestone cores were extracted directly from the façades and stone samples were taken from quarries in order to compare their macroscopic and petrographic features (Gomez-Heras and Fort 2004: 36). Decorative ceramics, original and replaced at the 80’s from both the façades and fountain, were characterized. Both original and replaced at 80’s artificial stone and stone imitation coatings were studied. Regarding the joint mortars, three main groups have been established from documentary sources consulted and on site visual survey: i) the original one within joints, ii) those that in 2006 were at the façades (both original or replaced at the 80’s, before or after), as well as at the surrounding wall (built over the 60’s), and iii) the joint mortar placed during the 2006-2008 restoration. Joint mortars of each group were characterized.

Minimally destructive analytical techniques were used: Polarised Optical Microscopy/POM (belonging the equipment used to the Geological Sciences Faculty of the Complutense University of Madrid, UCM), X-ray Diffraction/XRD (Microscopy and Mineralogy Unit of the Geosciences Institute, CSIC-UCM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (secondary and backscattered electron -SE and BSE- images) with Energy-Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy/SEM-EDS (National Center of Electronic Microscopy of the UCM). The glazes of the decorative ceramics were also characterized by the non-destructive technique Ultraviolet-Visible Absorption Spectrophotometry/UV-Vis, belonging to the History Institute of the Spanish Research Council (CSIC).

Results and discussion

—Natural stone: a light-colored limestone

The stonework of both the façades and the surrounding wall is made up of varied shape and size blocks of a light-colored limestone. These limestone blocks are entirely original and
their surfaces were cleaned twice by bead blasting (at 1984-1986 and 2006-2008).

At the Former Hospital, the main role played by natural stone at Palacios’ constructions as well as the character that he provided to the hospital are collected in the selected limestone. Therefore, a single stone type homogenizes the construction (González-Amezqueta 1967: 23-24) and its lightness contributes to the warm ambience the architect intended to provide. Besides, Palacios chose a rusticated surface finishing and bossage work to highlight the natural appearance of the stone. Both resources, as well as the walls stonework design, shaped by blocks of many different volumes, also responded to the need to keep the costs down by using to the maximum the quarried stone.

Taking into account the usage of local materials that Palacios was used to, the limestone selected leads to the geological substrate of the Southeastern Community of Madrid. In that area, the carbonates from the Miocene Upper Unit of the Tertiary continental basin were traditionally exploited (Del Prado 1864: 129-131). The documents of López-Urrutia (1926: 36) and the one related to the commercial promotion of Cornicabra’ quarries around 1907, found at the Railway Museum of Madrid, enabled to establish in the natural area of Valhondo (Morata de Tajuña, Community of Madrid) at least one old -historical- quarry working front. In this area, the limestone quarrying was quite easy because of the scarce of sterile material to be removed. Moreover, a railway line directly connected to the city of Madrid, was just located at the bottom of the quarries. Therefore, the limestone selection was factored by the active quarries and the ways of transportation available by then in the region. Furthermore, it should be taken in mind that at the beginning of the 20th century traditional building stones used in the region were being replaced by stones from other parts of the country and even abroad (Fort et al 2002: 20). Therefore, with the limestone finally selected, Palacios was still committed with the employment of local material.

The macroscopic and petrographic (by means of POM technique) comparison of the limestone extracted from the façades and the stone samples taken from the historical quarry working front was performed. The most frequently limestone used at the façades and surrounding wall is a compact and light-colored limestone that corresponds to the homogeneous (micritic limestone) and stromatolitic-oncolytic (bioesparite) -with many molds of bioclasts such as characea algae, gastropods and stromatolitic structures- facies of the lacustrine carbonates from the Miocene Upper Unit of the Tertiary continental basin of the Southeast of the region (Perez-Monserrat et al 2011: 298, 301). The significant recrystallization and cementation features, typical of these carbonates (Calvo et al 1989: 285, 295; Alonso-Zarza 1992: 24, 27), reduce the primary porosity and provide a high compactness to the rock. Therefore, these carbonates entail a building material especially appropriated to withstand compression stresses and to resist water action and ageing. (figure 2)
Ceramic panels are made up by colorful tiles known as raindrop tiles, framed in a turquoise and ochre color string. The body of the fountain is decorated with similar raindrop tiles —only with a bluish tone— and its basin is adorned with a trencadiç tile (mosaic made mainly of cut and/or broken tiles and/or glass) tailored mainly by blue color pieces. Palacios used decorative ceramics in order to confer movement to façades and to enhance the pleasant atmosphere (Perla 2001: 290, 295).

At the 80s, the original ceramic panels were almost entirely substituted, fountain raindrop tiles were preserved and the upper part of the trencadiç of the basin was partially replaced by green colored fragment of tiles. During the 2006-2008 restoration works, ceramic materials were all conserved, the colors both of the raindrop tiles and tile trencadiç were regained by wiping them and the joints between pieces were reintegrated.

Perla (1990; 2001) provided information about the raw materials and processes used to elaborate these decorative ceramics. Original raindrop tiles and string pieces were manufactured by Daniel Zuloaga around 1914 in Segovia (Spain); iron oxide-rich red clay and silica -as an additive- were used; the pieces were fired in an oxidising atmosphere at 1200 °C. Ceramic panels replaced at the 80s were elaborated by a Madrilenian company; clays of the region, sand from Segovia and grog from Teruel were used; great amount of quartz was added; the pieces were mechanically pressed and fired under oxidising conditions at 1200-1250 °C. The original trencadiç tile of the basin of the fountain was manufactured by Sevillian and/or Eastern -from Valencia o Castellón- companies; it should be considered that the interior of the Former Hospital is decorated with ceramics processed by Ramos Rejano in Seville city, using the nearby calcium-rich clays. The tiles used to repair the trencadiç of the basin were elaborated at the Madrid’s School of Ceramics with red mud, calcium-rich pastes and Madrilenian sand, by extrusion and fired at 1030°C.

By means of POM, XRD, SEM-EDS and UV-Vis techniques, Perez-Monserrat et al (2013: 489-490; 2016: 61-62) provided new data on the manufacture of these ceramic materials. Therefore, Zuloaga’s pieces contain grog and quartz inclusions of very heterogeneous shape and size. A lead glaze (with circa 60 wt% Pb) was applied. Titanium and zirconium oxides were added and the bluish tone could be achieved by means of using the Zr-V blue pigment; the uneven textural features observed by POM and SEM mainly respond to their manual processing. In the replaced panels, ceramic bodies contain a high amount of quartz inclusions; the similar size and shape of these inclusions as well as the very even texture of glazes are primarily due to the mechanised manufacturing of the replaced panels. Glazes are also leaded (40 wt% Pb), zinc oxides were added and Cu2+ ions provide the turquoise color of the string pieces.

Regarding the tencadiç of the basin, the original tiles were made from calcium-rich clays, so the Sevillian company that manufactured the interior decorative ceramics could also process these tiles. The repair ones were deliberately elaborated to be stronger than the original ones, chiefly by adding more quartz inclusions and firing at higher temperatures. From the mineral paragenesis detected by XRD, it can be inferred that original tiles were fired at temperatures higher than 800 °C and the replaced tiles at temperatures higher than 900 °C. Glazes display a heterogeneous texture with abundant particles, a lead content over 22 wt% was determined; VI-Vis pointed out that the blue color of original pieces is mainly due to the presence of Co2+ ions and the green color of the replaced ones is achieved by the existence Co2+ and Cr6+ ions. (figure 3)

Artificial stone, stone imitation coatings and joint mortars are widely used at both the façades and the surrounding wall. The employment of these materials was conceived by Palacios from the beginning of the project. Indeed, the construction section of Palacios (1909) points out the use of artificial stone. On the one hand, he wanted to enrich the façades texture by applying joint mortars. On the other hand, he conceived the use of artificial stone as modernity distinctive. Besides, in some areas and mainly to avoid a costs raise, he used stone imitation coatings that imitated the limestone in color and roughness.

During the 60s, a very thick and straight joint mortar was applied at the external face of the surrounding wall. Later on, during the 80s, different interventions were performance: the artificial stone was cleaned and new artificial stone was made to replace some elements; some original stone imitation coatings were preserved -and cleaned- and others were replaced; some joint mortars were also conserved as well as cleaned, and in some areas new joint mortars were applied. In the 2006-2008 restoration, both artificial stone and stone imitation coatings were entirely preserved —they were cleaned and painted again—and the joint mortars were replaced almost entirely.

Results from POM, XRD and SEM-EDS studies pointed out that the artificial stone, stone imitation coatings and joint mortars studied are mainly composed of silica and/or calcitic aggregates with lime and/or cement as binders. The detection by means of XRD and/or SEM-EDS of belite, alite and/or gehlenite mineral phases revealed if natural or artificial cement (Portland) was used. While belite and gehlenite are normally formed in natural cements, alite mineral phase defines artificial cement (Lea 1976; Callebaut et al. 2001: 400, 402).

Therefore, the original artificial stone is made of natural cement and the one placed during the 80s is made of lime and artificial cement. Related to the limestone imitation coatings, the original ones were made using also natural cement; those elaborated at the 80s are constituted by aggregates obtained from the crushing of limestone and lime binder. Regarding joint mortars, original gypsum mortars within joints have been identified; the thick joint mortar that before the 2006-2008 intervention was at the external face of the surrounding wall (applied by the 60s) was made of silica aggregates and artificial cement binder. The joint mortar placed during the 2006-2008 intervention was composed of calcite aggregates and lime binder. (figure 4)
Figure 3.- Decorative ceramics: ceramic panels and tile *trencadís*. a: upper part of façades decorated with ceramic panels; b: original raindrop tiles on the body of the central fountain; c: basin of the fountain adorned with tile *tencadís* -original tiles (1) and tiles placed at 80s (2)-; d: original tiles manufactured by Zuloaga and e: tiles elaborated at 80s (both SEM-BSE mode images) -differences on texture and on ceramic body/glazes contact were observed-; f: polarised optical micrograph of the original tile *trecadís* (crossed nicols), quartz inclusions in ceramic body and the glaze applied on the ceramic body were observed.

Figure 4.- Artificial stone, coatings and joint mortars. a: top construction elements made by artificial stone -original elements (1) and replaced at 80s-; b: polarised optical micrograph corresponding to original artificial stone and c: to replaced one (both crossed nicols) -quartz (Q), potassium feldspar (Kfs) and calcite (Cal)-; d: joint mortar applied at 60s and e: observed by SEM-SE mode, with alite (C3S) phase mineral presence; f: joint mortar placed in 2006-2008 restoration and g: observed by polarised optical microscopy (crossed nicols) -quartz (Q) and calcitic rock fragment (CRF)-.
Conclusions

Regarding to the building materials used at the Former Hospital of Maudes, the search of documentary resources allowed to know about the main role of natural stone at Palacios’ constructions, how the limestone and ceramics participated on the message that the architect desired to provide to the property or why Palacios decided to use ceramics or artificial stone since the beginning of the project. Moreover, such resources pointed out, on the one hand, the limestone provenance in quarries located at the Southeastern of the region (Community of Madrid). On the other, that this limestone was very competitive because of its relatively easy extraction and transport by rail directly from the quarry.

The information achieved from the analytical studies permitted to confirm the provenance of the limestone and to relate its petrographic features with its good behavior as a very resistant building material. Besides, more information on raw materials and technologies used to produce decorative ceramics, both original and replaced ones, was provided. Physical and chemical data from the characterization of the artificial stone, stone imitation coatings and joint mortars were achieved. In addition, as the external joint mortars were almost completely removed in the last intervention (2006-2008), the data provided entailed a valuable document. Such knowledge pointed out a criterion for establishing whether ceramics, artificial stone, mortars and stone imitation coatings were original or not. Therefore, it would enable its new manufacturing if new replacement operations were necessary.

This study tried to entail a commitment with the better knowledge, dissemination and preservation of the building materials used in the Former Workers Hospital of Maudes, Madrid (Spain). If people in charge of these building materials conservation are aware of their heritage value, it would be much more possible to accomplish respectful interventions that may ensure the adequate conservation of the property.
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